Intelligence Reframed
Gardner Meets Lynn Faculty and Staff
By John Sposato

Lynn students, faculty, and staff were treated to the words of Dr. Howard Gardner, a Harvard University professor, author, and psychologist. He came to speak about his theory of Multiple Intelligence, expressed in his critically acclaimed book, "Intelligence Reframed: Multiple Intelligences for the 21st Century."

"Gardner is said to be one of the brightest lights of our time," according to Harvard colleague Rosabeth Moss Kanter.

Considered the seminal learning theorist in America, he came to Lynn as part of the University's professional development program. Gardner spoke to over 500 interested residents of the community and parents in an evening.

On The Mound
My Philosophy On Pitching
By Adam Lopez

I come into a game analyzing the opponent. I don't look at ranking, records, and stats. I watch swings. I treat every team the same. I don't put any more emphasis on either the best or the worst team.

"I have to use my mind to beat the other team."

Everybody was coming up to me this past Friday, talking about how well Florida Southern hits, or reminding me that they are the number one team in the nation. I would just nod my head and smile. I didn't want to focus on the five homeruns they hit on Friday, I wanted to focus on all the balls they didn't hit.

What pitch gives this batter trouble? Is this guy a guess, or is he a fastball, pull, first-pitch, free swing, slow-swing, or off-speed hitter? Does this guy like the inside or outside part of the plate? And there's other stuff I look for when I watch a batter.

Seniors Celebrate At Cougars'
KAT Salutes 2003 Graduates
By Michele Jabcacci

G-day is just 25 days away and seniors are brainstorming how to celebrate.

"I'm probably going out to dinner with family and friends and then I'll wind up at a party later that night," said Andrew Vermes.

Can't think of how to spend your last few nights before tapping into the real world? Well, the Knights Activities Team has arranged a sort of pre-graduation party for all Lynn students.

Edit Photos With Ease
Photo-Editing Software For Everyone
By Jason Sylvester

Look out Kinko's! With home image editing programs we can do what you can do. What used to take a retoucher days to do with a paintbrush can now be done with virtual tools and a click of a mouse. You can correct your mistakes, make your best even better, and whiten your teeth without going to a dentist.
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The Extra Edge
Supplements Can Be Dangerous
By: LeRoy Benros

The world of college sports has followed a professional athletes' trend that could result in severe consequences. Taking supplements has been popular among athletes during the past five to eight years. Supplements are advertised to give you "washboard abs, overnight weight loss, instant energy or Incredible Hulk muscles."

That will appeal to many college athletes looking to gain a competitive edge.

"Coaches should be more responsible about informing their players."

The pressure to succeed in sports is unbelievably high because of the limited number of scholarships available and the few spots of a particular position on a team. When one tenth of a second in the 40 or a few pounds on your bench press can make the difference between a full ride and walking on, it's easy to see why athletes would swallow anything. When college athletes watch chiseled pro's get the millions, it gives them an incentive to go out and buy a bucket of muscle builder.

What is not advertised are the side effects and potential long-term negative effects of supplements: Cardiac arrest, liver damage seizures and even death. The NCAA has taken very important steps to neutralize those and many other substances.

Coaches should be more responsible about informing their players and athletes should do more research on the products they take and understand that making the varsity team doesn't equal living a short life.

Ephedra (Yellow Gel-cap)- An extract of the Chinese plant

Continued on page 3.
Seniors (Continued from page 1)
The party will take place on Friday, April 25 at Cougars' Restaurant. The plan for the night: free admission with ticket, free food, soft drinks - and free limousine to and from the bash, if you RSVP in time. And although it is a graduation party, it's open to all Lynn students. All non-graduating students who want to attend the party just have to pay the regular Cougars' cover charge for that evening.

"Can't think of how to spend your last few nights before taping into the real world?"

"This is a great opportunity for students to come together and just have a good time, whether they have school spirit or not," said Jodi Cohen, KAT Chair and organizer of this event.

So, I know what you're thinking now? What about the booze?

Cougars' is known for their after-hours club scene, but, since the law says no drinking unless you're 21, well then no drinking unless you're 21. But for those fortunate grads and friends of grads of the right age, there'll be a cash bar.

RSVP by April 21 at 237-7153 ext. 2.

See you at the party!

Edge (Continued from page 2)

_mahuang_ that stimulates cardiovascular and central nervous systems. Found in weight loss, energy boosting products such as Stacker 2 and Metaboliife 356. Can result in cardiac arrest, heart attack, seizure or stroke.

_Synephrine_ (Yellow and blue Gel-cap)- An extract taken from orange peel. Used as a sub for Ephedra. Also found in Stacker 2 and Metaboliife Ephedra Free. Similar side effects and may cause an athlete to test positive for Ephedra.

_Aンドrostenedione_ (Pink tablet) - Steroid that stimulates the body's production of testosterone. Found in Andro 100, body converts Andro into testosterone which increases lean muscle mass. Potential risks include breast enlargement, deepened voice, and growth retardation in teens.

_Creatine_ (Powder form)- Created from three amino acids. Found in CREATINE, and Creatine Candy. Can cause muscle and ligament tear, stomach cramps, and dehydration.

Consoles Beat PC

Quality Up, Sales Down

By Benjamin Joslin

Long considered the platform for the true hardcore gamer, the PC has seen a sharp slide in sales in recent years. With the release of the Xbox, Gamecube and PS2, many people are finding it cheaper and easier to play games on a console, rather than spending hundreds to keep their computers updated fast enough to play the latest and greatest PC games.

With console games finally coming close to visually matching what PC's can pull off, coupled with the increasing

Continued on page 4.

Intelligence (Continued from page 1)

_lecture_ on Thursday, April 10. The next day he held an all day seminar and discussion with Lynn University faculty, staff, and students.

Dr. Howard Gardner

Gardner is well-known within the educational area for his essential view that there is more than one kind of intelligence and, therefore, more than one way to learn. As a respected academician, he has written and spoken around the globe as part of his Harvard-based Project Zero.
### The Del Mar Duel

**Reflections vs. The Palms**  
*By Ryan Radkay and McNeal Gravatt*

The Palms of Boca Del Mar and Reflections of Boca Del Mar were built by the same company, sit right next to each other on opposing lots in the midst of a plush golf course. They were even built in the same year. Despite these similarities, every time you cross the street from Reflections to the Palms, it's like crossing over the railroad tracks separating the ghetto from the glam. It's not just the appearance of the buildings that differs so drastically, it's pretty much every aspect.

For example, just by poking your head into the leasing offices of both communities you can literally feel how they are poles apart. When you enter Reflections' office, you wait for staff to get off the phone or pick their heads up from their desks. Having lived there for almost a year, I dreaded going to the office for any reason at all. I always felt like I was an annoying inconvenience to them.

On the other hand, at the Palms they are friendly, courteous, and make sure whatever service is requested will be accommodated to your standards.

---

### Consoles (Continued from page 3)

Habit of developers releasing unfinished games in order to get them out on time, PC gaming has been the subject of an increasing amount of criticism in recent years.

But PC gamers couldn't be happier. The past year has seen a string of quality games. In the minds of some fans, PC gaming has never been better. **Battlefield 1942**, the online first-person WW2 shooter, won countless 2002 Game Of The Year awards. The long awaited **Warcraft 3** racked up big sales, and **Neverwinter Nights** still remains a favorite thanks to the ability to create your own dungeons to fight through and trade online.

The feature also looks bright, as expansion packs for **Warcraft 3** and **Neverwinter Nights** promise to extend both games playing time, and the blockbuster PS2 hit, **Grand Theft Auto: Vice City**, is making its way to the PC soon.

*Continued at top of next column.*

"PC gamers may be having more fun then they’ve had in years, but the fact remains that few people are joining them."

One of the most anticipated titles also holds the possibility of opening a new direction in online gaming. **Planetside** is a Massively Multiplayer First Person Shooter (MMFPS), a first of it's kind, since Massively Multiplayer games are almost exclusively Role Playing Games.

Massively Multiplayer games consist of one giant world that always exists, whether the player is playing at the time or not. Everyone who owns the game plays within that world. Taking the past paced action of most First-Person Shooters and bringing it into a Massively Multiplayer format is what many gamers have dreamt of since the start of online gaming.

PC gamers may be having more fun then they've had in years, but the fact remains that few people are joining them. Despite the high quality of games, consoles continue to remain central in people's minds when it comes to video games, and the expense of owning and running a machine that can handle most PC games is far above what most people want to spend.

Developer greed and laziness has also left a sour taste in many mouths that can't seem to go away, no matter how many great games are released. Because a developer must have a game ready for release by the deadline set by the publisher, many developers who don't have the time to finish end up releasing the game anyway.

Often times within a week, or sometimes much later, they release a downloadable patch to fix bugs and other issues. Developers have begun abusing what was once a way to fix up hidden bugs or tweak the game. Now they use patches to insure they get the game out on time. This doesn't fly well with consumers. When someone picks up a game for $50, they expect a finished, playable product.

So is PC gaming going to disappear within a few years? Some critics have said they believe so. There are still plenty of fans, but the sharp decline in PC game consumers continues. If having the best line-up of games since the days of **Doom** can't help sales, perhaps nothing can.
LeRoy’s Major League Picks
An Early Look At the Upcoming Season
By LeRoy Benros

As the Major League Baseball season gets underway there are a few things that are expected and some things that will surprise you. Barry Bonds hitting a gazillion homeruns; the New York Yankees claiming perennial powerhouse status; and the sorry Detroit "Cellar Dweller" Tigers collecting their last place trophies are all safe bets.

"The Red Sox have the premier pitcher..., but that alone won't be enough to carry them into the World Series."

The American League looks very intriguing this year. Many teams which barely contended a few years ago are now sharp. The Twins, A’s, and the reigning champion Anaheim Angels are all looking to repeat their success. Meanwhile, the Devil Rays, Detroit Tigers, and the Baltimore Orioles are all going to have a hard time competing in a league with a number of 90-win teams.

The AL West has a bunch of teams capable of finishing in first place. The Anaheim Angels, Texas Rangers, Seattle Mariners and Oakland A’s, all have what it takes to win the pennant. Solid pitching is the strength of this division.

The Central is the weakest of the three divisions. The Twins are a very young team which exceeded expectations last year. A team that was on the verge of contraction, competed for a league title late last year and are now looking for bigger and better things. The White Sox, Indians and Royals are all beyond their years with no chance of competing.

The AL East is the home of the New York Yankees. Coming off a disappointing season, the Yankees hope to rebound and win their fourth title in six years. Their challenge is rival Boston Red Sox. They have the premier pitcher in Pedro Martinez, but that alone won’t be enough to carry them into the World Series. The Orioles and Toronto Blue Jays are all improving, but 2004 looks more promising. The Devil Rays have been playing with a squad of minor leaguers since their induction. One big name player wouldn’t be such a bad idea.

LeRoy’s Pick: Oakland A’s - Surprised? Well, Oakland is the best team in the toughest division. Expect them in the World Series.

Continued at top of next column.
Lopez Perfect In 7th Win
Knights Take One From No. 1 Mocs
By Sara Quatrocky

Senior pitcher Adam Lopez continued his perfect season, prevailing over the No. 1 ranked Florida Southern Mocs in the first game of the doubleheader on Saturday, improving his no-loss record to 7-0.

In the LU 7-4 victory, Lopez threw 7.2 innings, fanning nine batters, while giving up only four runs on 11 hits. He now leads the team with a 4.08 ERA.

"I felt I threw well, but there's always room for improvement," Lopez said.

"We are a better team than what we showed."

The Knights gave Lopez most of his run support in the first inning as Lynn put six big ones on the scoreboard. Beau McMillan led off with an infield single; Francisco Dinzey reached on a walk; and George Branch followed by getting to first on a throwing error. The table was set for Billy Zbacnik as he came to bat with the bases loaded and unleashed a rocket over the right-center fence for a grand slam. He finished the game with three hits and four RBI's. Zbacnik now leads the team in with a .396 batting average. Jeremiah Creech and Branch also tacked on two hits apiece for LU.

"It's always nice to pitch with the lead," Lopez said. "It gave me a little bit of ease on the mound."

Closing out the game for Lopez, John Schulz pitched a scoreless ninth for his league leading ninth save.

"Zbacnik now leads the team with a .396 batting average."

In Game 2, the Knights struggled to get things going as the Mocs took an early lead in the top of the second by rounding the bases four times. They added two more runs in the third and fourth inning to grab the victory.

LU tried to rally in the sixth inning, but unfortunately they fell short, scoring only three runs and dropped the final game of the series, 8-3.

The No. 13 ranked Knights record moves to 28-13 and 7-5 in the SSC.

"It was overall a disappointing weekend because we are a better team than what we showed," Lopez said.

LU travels to Nova Southeastern Wednesday for a doubleheader, and stays on the road this weekend at Florida Tech for a 3-game series starting Friday afternoon.

Women's Tennis Conquers Tritons
Knights Finish Undefeated
By Sara Quatrocky

The Knights easily took care of the Eckerd Tritons 9-0 in their last regular season match of the year. LU finishes 17-0, which includes a perfect Sunshine State Conference record in one of the toughest conferences in the country.

"We've got our eyes on a National Championship."

"It's satisfying to win this tough conference," Coach Mike Perez said.

The Knights will now wait to compete in the SSC Tournament, April 26-28. They'll be the top seed going into the tourney as they will fight to win their fourth league title in five years.

"We still have more work to do this year," Perez said.

"They'll be the top seed going into the tourney..."

In the final match-up, Marie Barbier and Kristina Triska blanked Maga Correa and Kristen Lofgren in doubles, 8-0. Monika Mastalirova and Bucke Yavuz shut-out Javi Correa and Rachel Sanchez, 8-0. Masha Bajramovic and Mons Palacios completed the doubles sweep with an 8-3 win over Chelsea Harrison and Kim Trask.

The Knights breezed through all of the singles matches. Triska had no trouble posting a 6-0, 6-0 decision against Sanchez. Mastalirova improved her singles record to 16-0 by beating Maga Correa, 6-0, 6-1 and Barbier downed Lofgren 6-1 and 6-1.

"We will stay focused to the very end."

Dina and Masha Bajramovic swept through their matches on the court. Dina was a 6-1, 6-2 winner against Harrison and Masha beat Kate Heilman, 6-0, 6-0. Yavuz finished afternoon with a 6-0, 6-0 shut-out over Trask.

"We played well today, but we will stay focused to the very end," Perez said. "We've got our eyes on a National Championship."